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Abstract: This work illustrates the necessary phases for the object oriented development of new software dedicated to the study of electrical 
circuits by means of graphs theory. The modelling of the interactive software is accomplished by specific UML diagrams representing the 
phases of analysis, design and implementation. The analysis phaseis characterizedby two types of UMLdiagrams:use-case diagramandactivity 
diagrams. The design phaseis characterized bythree types ofdiagrams:class diagram, state diagramsandinteractiondiagrams. Implementation 
phase it corresponds the component diagram.This software is meant for teachers and students that teach, explore or evaluate electric circuits, 
because electrical engineering domain, especially electrical circuits, is complicated to master for the great majority of students. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Electrical circuit theory [1] is the most significant and the oldest branch of electrical engineering. In engineering education it is 
deemed meaningful the study of electrical circuit theory. Mastering the concepts and phenomena specific to the theory of electrical 
circuits is important in the understanding of electric power systems [2,3], telecommunication, electronics [4] and control theory.  
One of the major purposes in the teaching the theory of electrical circuits consists in helping the students to better understanding 
and mastery of the subject. 
2. ANALYSIS PHASE 
UML [5] provides support for the 
achievement of object oriented 
analysis and design of high quality, 
which is an essential paradigm to get 
a robust, expandable and reusability 
software. The use-case diagram [6] 
offers simplified and graphical 
representation of what the interactive 
software must really do. Use-case 
diagram is based upon functionality 
and thus will focus on the "what" 
offers the interactive software and not 
the "how" will be realized. To achieve 
the diagram was used the ArgoUML 
software [7].  
Use case diagram is created in an 
iterative manner. Use case diagram, which is shown in figure 1, includes:  
 three actor - the users which represent outside parties with which the software interacts;  
 15 use cases that describe the purposes of the interactive software; 
 Relations between actor and use cases, relations between use cases and relations between actors.  
For every use caseofthe previousdiagramwas achievedanactivity diagram. Eachactivity diagram specifies processes and algorithms 
used to achieve the purpose specified bythe use-case.  

 
Figure 1. Use-case diagram  
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3. DESIGN PHASE 
Class diagram [8] representsthe main 
blockofobject-orientedmodeling. It is 
used both for static conceptual modeling 
software as well as detailed modeling 
aimed at translating in programming 
source code.  For achieving the objectives 
of software were identified required 
classes and the relationships between 
them. 
To memorize the vertices of the graph 
has been implemented “Varf” class. To 
memorize the arcs of the graph has been 
implemented “Arc” class. To memorize a 
graph has been implemented “Graf” 
class. For the drawing of a minimum 
spanning tree has been implemented 
“DesenGreedy” class. For the drawing of 
a graph has been implemented 
“DesenGraf” class. 
In order to achieve the window that will 
form graphical user interface of the 
application has been implemented “Proiect” class. To simulate Prim algorithm has been implemented “Prim” class. To simulate 
Sollin algorithm has been implemented “Sollin” class. 
In figure 2 are presented inheritance, composition, aggregation, and realization relations. We can observe that the “Proiect” class 
inherit attributes and methods of the “JFrame” class, but implements the “ActionListener” interface. 
“Parametru” class inherits attributes and methods of the “JDialog” class, but implements the interface “ActionListener”. “Desen” 
class inherit attributes and methods of the “JPanel” class, but implements “Runnable” interface, and “DesenGraf” class inherits 
attributes and methods of the “Desen” class and implements the “MouseInputListener” interface. 
In the composition relation, unlike the aggregation relation, the instance cannot exist without the party objects. Analysing figure 
2 we can observe that an instance of “Arc” type consists in two objects of “Varf” type. Aggregation relation is an association where 
it is specified who is integer and who is a part. For example, an object of “Arc” type represents a part from an object of “Graf” type. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
The component diagram [9] enables the visualizationmodulesthat composethe softwareandthedependenciesbetween them. The 
diagram that is shown in figure 3 describes the collection of components that all together ensure the functionality of the interactive 
software. 
The central component of the diagram is “Proiect.class”, a component obtained by transforming using the Java compiler into 
executable code the “Proiect.java” component. As it can be seen the component interacts directly with component 
“Fereastra.class”. 
The component “Fereastra.class” that is obtained by transforming using Java compiler into executable code the component 
“Fereastra.java”interactionsdirectlywithcomponents “DesenGraf.class”, “Desen.class”, “Matrices.class”, “Cospanning.class”, 
“CutSetMethod.class”, “LoopMethod.class”, “SignalFlow.class”, “Parametru.class” and“Greedy.class”. Component “Greedy.class” is 
obtained by transforming into executable code using Java compiler the component “Greedy.java” interactions directly with 
components “Prim.class”, “Kruskal.class”and “Sollin.class”. 
The component “Desen.class”thatisobtainedbytransformingintoexecutable code using Java compiler the component “Desen.java 
”interactions directly with components “DesenGraf.class”, “DesenGreedy.class”, “DesenCoates.class”, “DesenCospanning.class”, 
“DesenCutSet.class”, “DesenLoop.class”and “DesenMason.class”. 
The component “DesenGreedy.class” that is obtained by transforming into executable code using Java compiler the component 
“DesenGreedy.java” interactions directly with components “Graf.class”, “DesenKruskal.class”, “DesenSollin.class” and 
“DesenPrim.class”. The component “Graf.class” that is obtained by transforming into executable code using Java compiler the 
component “Graf.java”, interactions directly with two components: “Arc.class” and “Varf.class”.  
 

 
Figure 2. Class diagram 
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Figure 3. Component diagram 

5. GRAPHICAL INTERFACE 
The interactive software was implemented in Java [10,11] as independent application. By using visual simulations in computer 
assisted learning the efficiency of learning is increased.  
Starting from specified requisites in use cases diagram (figure 1) it was designed graphical user interface of the interactive software 
that contains a bar with five menus.  
First menu contains the following options: 
≡ New graph – permits creating a new graph associated to an electrical circuit by specifying the vertices and arcs using mouse. 
≡ Load graph – permits graphical representation of a graph read from an existing file. 
≡ Save graph – permits saving the information about a current graph. 
≡ Exit – permits to exit from an application, any unsaved graph is being lost. 
The second menu contains four options that will permit the determination of the adjacency matrix, the incidence matrix, the cut 
matrix and the circuit matrix of the current graph associated to an electrical circuit. 
Options of Tree menu permits the determination of the spanning tree corresponding to the current graph by selecting an algorithm 
and de determination of cospanning tree. The submenu contains three options corresponding to the three greedy algorithms for 
the determination of the minimum spanning tree: Prim algorithm [12], Kruskal algorithm [13] and Sollin algorithm[14]. 
Options of the next menu permits the electrical network analysis using two methods [15]: loop method and cutset method. 
The last menu offers the possibility to resolve over problems corresponding to electrical circuits using Mason graphs or Coates 
graphs. The Coates graph [16] associated with matrix A is a weighted directed graph whose adjacency matrix is the transpose of 
the matrix A. For a matrix A, given in the first relation, the transpose matrix is presented in the second relation and the 
corresponding Coates graph is shown in figure 4.  
The Coates graph associated with matrix A+In, where In is identity matrix, is called the Mason graph [17] associated with matrix A. 
For the Coates graph, presented in figure 4, the corresponding Mason graph is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 4. Coates graph 

 
Figure 5. Mason graph 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Through representation of diagrams for all three phases: analysis, design and implementation, the interactive software has been 
presented in a comprehensible and concise mode. The use of the Unified Modelling Language for the realization of the diagrams is 
characterized by rigorous syntactic, rich semantic and visual modelling support. The diagrams were made using a new onset, 
multidisciplinary of the informatics application, encompassing both modern pedagogy methodologies and discipline specific 
components. The nexus of teaching activities and scientific aims and objectives was established through the development of the 
new methods and the assimilation of new ways, capable of enhancing school performance, enabling students to acquire the 
knowledge and techniques required and apply them in optimum conditions. 
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